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PHOENIX

Volume I

In a conference with Dean
William Baker on November
26,1968, I was informed that
my contract for this academic
year was not to be renewed. I
was told that the reason for my
dismissal was that I had not
made substantial progress
toward my doctorate. I
should like to express why
I feel this action unjust.

Issue V

A VOICe
FROM THE
GALL0WS

There has been no stated policy concerning the length
of time non-tenured instructors had for completing their
degree. When I was hired, and through my years here,
nothing had ever been said about this matter. Even now,
as far as I know, there is no official policy. In the
absence of a policy, then, and in consideration of my
four years of service to Wright State University, a
notice of little over six months is unfair. This is
especially true since the American Association of Univer
sity Professors recommendation is that a year's notice
for non-tenured faculty members beyond their second year
of service be g iven.

In addition, Dr. Hussman, my acting department chartman
and the English Department Executive Committee--Dr. Bordinat, Dr. Bracher, Dr. Harden, Dr. Dean, and Mr. Whissen
were unanimously opposed to Dean Baker's action. I feel
that the judgment of my colleagues who have had the opportunity to observe my work and evaluate it should be
given s ome consideration.

The issues in this case go beyond my personal situation.
My non-reappointment has caused many faculty members to
question th.e procedures and attitudes of the administration in dealing with the faculty. Wright State University
should be willing to treat its faculty with consideration,
fairness, and respect. Unless this is done no loyalty
can ever be created. And, might I suggest, that unless
this is done, no greatness can ever be achieved.
Sincerely,
Don Wills

by Mike Frisby

On December 5, 1968, between four and five hunderd
students appeared at 101 Fawcett Hall to hear the facts
surrounding the dismissal of-two faculty members and, the
intimidation of a third. At any other university this event
would probably be accepted( as the normal and logical way
to deal with the problem. What makes this assembly so
noteworthy at Wright State is that there was any assembly at
all.
In the past the student body at Wright State has refined
the art of apathy and disinterest to an exact science. But
in the past week it appears that a new interest is taking
shape - one which, hopefully, will bring about more active
and involved student body. Perhaps the students at this
university have come of age.
There is a different feeling pervading the campus. One
thing is clear: people with opposing views for the first time
ever have vigorously and vocally defined these views. More
in the past five years. If this continues; if students rightfully assert and express their views and take an active part
in the University life, perhaps there is hope that Wright
State will develope into an Academic Community in which all
its members may participate.
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LIGHTNING STRIKES IN BUTTE, MONTANA

Two hundred dope-starved anarchists vented their
frustrations in an show of hostilities directed toward
Brage Golding's Millard Filmore award-winning Progress
Through Truth Administration. The frenzied pack of
bloodthirsty, ultraleft wing radicals
chanted such obsenities, "Gee it's cold!"
and "When will
that darn meeting be
over?" After a
speech by Dr. Cecile,
outspoken foe
of free speech, the crowd,
in a drug-induced frenzy stormed
Oelman Auditorium in open violation of
WSU's "Closed Door
Policy," The crises
came to its savage
peak when the Blind
Rainbow, beating out
obvious sexual rythms,
sent the already hysterical
mob into pure bedlam.
If not for the quick thinking and super-human
bravery of President Brage
Golding, only Dean
Baker knows the consequences of what might have
been one of the years major tragedies.
We as responsible students, must make a
total concerted effort
to curb these
which so openly
"forces of liberalism"
showed their faces at
our God-fearing
institution of higher learning. We must, put our trust
and complete faith back into the hands of our administration so if ever a minor flaw appears within its framework it may be dealt with directly and without hesitation.
The insurrection was obviously instigated by communist
agitators.
"Ask not what your University
can do for you....."
signed: Birdie Num Num
•

-
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UNION OPINION
by David E. Zimmerman
The recent dismissal of Ronald D. Staub, secretary
of the Wright State University Federation of Teachers, an active organization of the local, and the intimidation of Dr.
Robert Cecile, President of the W.S.U.P.T. are reminiscent
of the union-busting tactics of 25 or 30 years ago.
In the thirties it was common practice for management to call in the active unionists one by one and either
summarily fire them or force them into submission by threats.
It is unfortunate that the recent events have the
appearance of discriminatory anti-union practices. We
wonder if our connection with N.C.R. with its strong antiunion bias had anything to do with the dismissals. We also
wonder if the firing of Dr. Phil Grant of U.D., also a
union organizer on that campus was connected with Wright
State's problems.
It seems that Don Wills, the other English
instructor that was dismissed, is simply being used to cover
up the real reasons for getting rid of Staub. By also firing
Wills, the excuse can be used that the non-renewal of Staub's
contract was not discriminatory. For my own part, I will
not believe that excuse.
It is truly unfortunate that the Dean of Liberal
Arts did not consider the opinion of the English department
that both Wills and Staub are outstanding instructors and
beneficial members of the academic community.

THE PHEONIX WILL TEMPORARILY CEASE PUBLICATION UNTIL
THE NEXT ACADEMIC QUARTER. LOOK FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
OF THE PHEONIX ON MONDAY, JANUARY 13, 1969 OR WHEREEVER YOU SEE THIS SIGN:
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I had almost finished the assigned reading from the reserved
shelf and was hungry. I went out the back door behind the student lounge to get my lunch from my car. I heard the door lock
as I went out. I grumblingly got my lunch and walked around to the
front of the building where the doors were unlocked. It was a
fine Indian summer afternoon. I went back to the lounge area and
put three nickels in the milk machine, wondering why students paid
15¢ for milk that is 10¢ at any other AMA service dispenser. The
machine, while I mused, took two nickels and spewed out my third:
it knew I wasn't watching it closely. I tried to hammer the third
nickel down the dispenser's throat. Still wouldn't take it. Finally went and put a quarter in the quarter-to-five-nickels machine,
hoping a new nickel would get me my milk. I turned the crank and
got four nickels back. I hammered at that machine for a while
and checked behind it to see if computer wires were running to the
milk machine.
One of the four nickels was acceptable to the milk machine.
I had to try every damn one before I broke the code.
I got my milk and washed down one of my two sandwiches before the milk carton developed a leak. The lounge was empty except for myself and the mechanized robber barons. They all hummed
as silently as HAL 9000 while I unleashed a rhetorical diatribe
on their maniacal manufacturers.
I went back to the library to finish up my assigned reading;
I decided to call it a day and zerox the last two pages. I could,
I foresaw, turn the book lengthwise and press the legal-size button
getting two ordinary pages onto one zerox copy. I put the book
under the flap on the machine and fished around in my pocket for a
dime. Only had the same three lousy nickels.
"No change," the on-duty librarian said, a sweet old lady.
"Can't give you change unless you but something," I was informed at the bookstore down the hall. I bought a nickel pencil,
surprised they still existed. Dime clutched tightly in my whiteknuckled first I went back to the zerox machine. Dime in, white
button on, I pressed the "go" button. The copy came out faded.
"No, you can't have another dime," the sweet lady told me.
"The man who knows how to work it isn't here on Saturdays and
you'd just lose another dime." I went back and spent another
fifteen minutes taking careful notes from the last two pages
of the reading assignment.
December 9, 1968
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When

I went to turn the book back in at the reserve desk
the sweet old lady told me I owed the library a quarter.
"Why?"
"Because these books are only to be taken out two hours at
a time. Anything over that is a fine of a quarter an hour."
I thought I could get a quarter from a teacher on the fourth
floor. "Wait a minute," I told the sunken-cheeked librarian..
"I'll try to get some money." I walked out into the hall and over
to the elevators. One of them was out of order and the other took
three minutes to get clown from the third floor. I got on and
pressed the fourth floor button. THe doors closed, the elevator
went down to the basement. No one was waiting so I pressed the
"close Door" button. Elevator stopped at the first floor again.
Pressed "close door" again. Elevator stopped at the third and
second floors, in what order I'm uncertain. Finally, reached
fourth floor. No one around. Checked Guardian room. Door locked
Pounded on a few doors. Fifth door I knocked on opened and I borrowed a quarter from a sympathetic teacher.
Back to elevator. Stopped at third and second floor on way
down. No one waiting. Between second and first floor the elevator
stopped. I looked fruitlessly for another nickel to pay for the ride
until I realized I didn't have to pay to ride the elevator. Opened
phone door in the wall and direct-dialed Eugene McCarthy in Minnesota. He advised me to take my troubles to the people. Hung up
and called maintenance. Line busy. Finally pressed the emergency
bell and screamed. Claustrophobia.
I was rescued twenty minutes later by Box 21 volunteers.
They came through the ceiling from the second floor. Flexible
stretcher operation. They congratulated me for not losing my head
and I passed out cigars. Everything fine.
"Well, what happened to you?" the whizzened crone at the
library desk asked, "I was just ready to report you, young man."
I paid my fine and stumbled out of the library, down the
corridor past the bookstore and limped into the student lounge
area.
I caught my breath while the machines ominously eyed me. I
could feel their cold metal eyes on my prostrate body, sniffing
for more silver, coin of the realm. Electrical impulses lit up
their round hard bottoms. The hamper on the milk machines began
to flap open and shut violently. The coffee machine started to
spit out hot boiling Water. The candy machine seeped quicksand
glucose onto the floor.
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I picked up the chair I'd been sitting on and entered into the
arena. The milk machine took a smashing blow to its fourth stomach, I
beaned the coffee machine in the spleen.
It was hopeless: the ice-cream dispenser was breathing cold
frost down my neck; the assorted-pies machine was custarding my
face. I crawled frantically toward the back doors and escaped.
I tripped over the bulldozer that was near my car, fell, and
scrambled up in haste. 'But this was the answer,' I suddenly
thought as brushed myself off and stood staring at the massive
hunk of destruction.
I jumped in the cab seat and started the engine.
Put it in first and gathered speed. Into second and then third.
I hit the side of the library building going about thirty miles
an hour. Made a terrific hole. I backed off and hit the other
corner of the building; another gaping wound.
I was going
strong now, and new holes began to dot the whole backside of
building. The steel reinforcement stanchons gave a little
afetr I had crashed into them five times. By the seventh blow they finally
gave way. I was just able to clear out from under the toppling
building before it fell.
I satyed on my bulldozer and took to the countryside; at this
moment I'm rallying a hard-core task-force of disillusioned students.
Some come on other stolen bulldozers, some in their cars, and one
or two have motorcycles. I've designed my coat of arms and chris
tened the gang The New Conquistadors. Any student can join me,
they can pick up my trail at the nearest demolished university.
Signed:
Fernando Uriah of the Conquistador Knights
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BA-BA-BA-BA-BAKER
BY KATHY MILLER
On December 3, at 11 a.m., Dr. Baker (Dean of Liberal
Arts) met with 18 students. On December 6, Dean Baker
called for another meeting of the same students. The purpose
- of the first meeting of the same students to ascertain the
"facts" concerning the dismissal of Staub and Wills. The second
meeting was for Dean Baker to retract some of his more salient
statements of the first meeting.
At the first meeting, Dean Baker shouted, "I'm being stopped by the liberal arts faculty from bringing in Black instructors."
At the second meeting, Dean Baker said, "I hereby publicly
apologize for saying anything which led you to believe that I
called the liberal arts faculty racists." The only thing which
seemed to be consistant at both meeting was Baker's inconsistency.
At the first meeting Baker raised his voice and said, "You
just want me to say something so you can nail me with it later;
well,I don't want to be nailed!" At the second meeting he said
he wasn't responsible for, what he was saying because,"I spoke
under provocation." He stated, "I am an impatient man and I
often...(pause) well, that's enough." A few minutes later
he explained, "If you get me talking long enough there will be
an interval of inconsistency somewhere."
It appears that Dean Baker has some difficulty responding
correctly under pressure. Is this the kind of man Wright State
wants for an administrator?
December 9, 1968
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BACK ROAD - BLACK ROAD
I am one of the verbally active, physically indolent members of
the Wright State student body. Another victim of the W.S.U.
tsetse fly. However, I have been following the article in
The Phoenix concerning the naming of the access road to the
campus Martin Luther King Road, and I felt the desire to write
you.
Frankly, I am uncomfortable. Why should a previously anonymous
individual feel so guilty about having suggested the idea of
naming the road after Kennedy that he be moved to publicly
proclaim, and try to vindicate himself? There is, in my
opinion, nothing for which he should beashmed. Perhaps he
felt some fear of creating more racial factionalism in the
university, and needed to explain that his suggestion had come from unquestionably neutral motives. I have a solution which
I hope may end this controversy, and may provide an added link
between C.O.D.E. and the Student Senate.
Why not name the "back road" to the campus after Mr. King?
Surely you will appreciate the significance of the rough,
winding road upon which one must travel daily, and daily make
decisions about which path to take. Does one veer to the right
or to the left? This seldom traveled road is a mirror of the
one which men like Martin Luther King chose to take, or were
forced to take for the greater part of their lives. Furthermore,
when these men arrived at their destination they discovered that
they had, indeed, come in the back door.

.The "back road" is paved with cheap materials; large stones and
potholes often make the going rough. In future years, after
the road becomes President Golding's private drive, the same
road will probably be paved with beautiful BLACKtop. The same
road will lead those who choose to take it "out of the woods,"
to use a cliche which I hope may be not too far out in this
context.

In addition to this Mr. Layh, consider that Dr. King and Mr.
Kennedy are regarded as two outstanding men of their time.
Both men were interested in mankind, and neither one was a
selfish person. The two men were also friends. Hence, I
submit to you that both men could be honored by this University
in a symbolic manner.
Michael Sharrett
PHOENIX
December 9, 1968
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Personals
On and after January 20,
1969, I will not be responsible for any debts
contracted by anyone
other than myself.
Lyndon B. Johnson,
1600 Penna. avenue,
Washington D.C.
Students
Need a lift during finals? Send a selfaddressed box, stamped,
to Crazy Bill, P.O. Box
1966, Berkeley, Calif.
Got An Itch
to be socially aware?
Get fast cure with 01'
Ma Wright's Pablum.
Now on sale at your
local bookstore.
Lost and Found
Lost-Academic Freedom
near intersection of
Tenure and Free Expression. If found return
to Board of Trustees,
WSU, Note: Don't be too
started if they do not
recognize it--we are
not sure they know they've
lot it.
Lost-One 17th Century
mind.
Contact: Steve Hammond,
c/o WSU.
Help Wanted
Demonstrators-Attractive
girls to demonstrate and
sell new products. ApplyFamily Planning Center.
December 9, 1968
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Legal Note
A Navy court recently issued a decision which could have a dramatic
liberalizing effect on all military court
decisions affection AWOLs. The court
ruled that Navy Seaman Fred Patrick
a Catholic who had already served one
year when he realized that he was
conscientiously opposed to war, was
justified in going AWOL as a result
of this realization. If this decision is
upheld future AWOLs in all services
may be able to avoid trial for their
being AWOL if they have left the base
as a result of their realization that they
are CO's.
•

•

WASHINGTON, D.C.
It is now illegal to manufacture, sell,
posses, o r distribute hallucinatory
drugs, eg. LSD, in the United States.
Legislation signed recently by President Johnson sets up the following
penalties for violations:
For the manufacture or sale of LSD
up to five years in prison and a $10,000
fine:
For sale to a minor, up to ten years
in prison and a $15,000 fine for a first
offense and up to 15 years and $20,000
for additional offenses;
For possesion, considered a misdemeanor, up to one year in prison and
a $1,000 fine.
For l first offender in the last case,
the judge is given power to order
theraputic action with the hope of ,
clearing the offender's record.
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Instructors, 2, English
needed for Fall term '69.
Qualifications: All
necessary degrees, recommendations and/or references from accredited
institutions, security
clearance from HUAC.
Include 4 wallet sized
photos (full, front, profile) prefer ex-military
man, no questions asked,
ask no questions. CONTACT
Dean's bakery, ask for
Dean..
Employment Wanted
English Instructors, (2)
with all qualifications
necessary, desire positions with progressive
university, preferably
school practicing free
Speech. Contact either
PS or DW, c/o CODE, WSU.
For Sale
Tent, to house large
circus or small inaugeration, slightly used.
$30,000 and up.
Contact Honest Brage, WSU.
For Sale
Late model student senate, needs body work,
general overhaul. Will
take trade on anything
that runs. Contact Batman
Hunt or Anderson the
Boy Wonder.

AAUP REPORTS

The Phoenix reports that the local AAUP has, as
reported last Fraday, indeed unanimously voted in favor of
instructors Ron Staub and Donald Wills, and has asked
for their reappointment. The local AAUP investigating
committee has also questioned the University policy of
hiring and firing in general. It is futher expected that
the investigating committee will sometime this week recommend
to the rest of its members that a resolution be passed
calling for the reappointment of Staub and Wills.
It must be noted that the investigating committee
was made up of five tenured faculty members (Cox, Klein,
Anon, Skinner, and Bordinet) all of whom are full professors.
They, therefor, have the comfort of knowledge that their
views, at least, won't be subject to scrutiny by an irate
employer. Despite this, they copped out. They waited
until today, Monday, to release their report. It could have
been, and should have been, one last Friday when the students
were pleading for some information.
Also, there may be another cop-out over the fact
that the investigating committee of the AAUP is turning over
its report to the Faculty Affairs Subcommittee of the
Academic Council instead of calling in the nati'l chapter
to look into this affair.
December 9, 1968
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Support your local DRAFT RESISTENCE, NOW

A LITTLE

TEA WITH GOLDING

Approximately 30 Students and administration officials
met with Dr. Golding for his monthly meeting in which
students are given an opportunity to express their views
and discuss various problems. Needless to say, the topic
was the dismissal of Mr. Staub and Mr.Wills. Needless
to say, nothing was solved. This was not so disturbing,
however, since at this point all that we have encountered
from the administration has been nothing but guff. What
is disturbing (that is stating mildly because it borders
on the disgusting) is the innuendoes that our president
has thrown out to the public.
He suggests that there might be more than academic
credentials involed in the dismissal of Mr. Staub and/or
Mr. Wills. Innuendoes like ("Do you want me to tell you
all the gory details? and I don't think we should talk
about their personal lives.") suggest something more than
insufficient progress towards their terminal degrees.
Is this a suggestion of moral terpitudes?
Dr. Golding has chosen to spare the students the
"gory details." He has said that we shouldn't discuss
their "personal lives." We as students are merely asking
for the facts from both sides.
It is asking too much of the students to make a
rational judgement when we only know the "half-truth."
It is not sufficient for Dr. Golding to drop innuendoes
with further explanation.
Those in question, without fear, have repeatedly
called for all the facts. No man, no matter what his
position, should be allowed to damn by insinuation
without being held accountable.
Paul Hayes

December 9, 1968
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It's funny how often they say to me, "Jane,
Have you been a good girl?
Have you been a good girl?
And when they have said it they say it again,
"Have you been a good girl?
Have you been a good girl?"
I go to a party, I go out to tea,
I go to an aunt for a week at the sea,
I came back from school or from playing a game;
Wherever I come from, it's always the same:
"Well?
Have you been a good girl?"
It's always at the end of the loveliest day:
"Have you been a good girl?
Have you been a good girl?"
I went to the zoo, and they wanted to say:
"Have you been a good girl?
Have you been a good girl?"
Well, what did they think that I went there to do?
And why should I want to be bad at the zoo?
And should I be likely to say if I had?
So that's why it's funny of Mummy and Dad,
This asking and asking, in case I was bad,
"Well?
Have you been a good good girl, Jane?"
A.A. Milne
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